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Creating Safer LGBTQ2S+ Spaces:
Summary Report - Second Pride Intergenerational Dialogue, May 5, 2018
A. Introduction
1. Roots of the LGBTQ2S+ intergenerational dialogues
In 2016, the Edmonton Pride Seniors Group1 identified the value of bringing together
LGBTQ2S+ older adults and youth. The starting assumption was that the older adults might
be inspired by LGBTQ2S+ youth who bring experience advocating for themselves and others
by engaging with a network of like-minded individuals. At the same time, the older adults
could act as role models for youth in developing the resilience to overcome difficulties.
With funding from the City of Edmonton, the Pride Seniors Group partnered with the
Alberta GSA Network2 to organize the first Edmonton-based LGBGTQ2S+ Intergenerational
Dialogue in July 2017. Two separate sessions at Southminster-Steinhauer United Church
attracted a total of 26 participants, approximately half youth and half older adults.
The spirited exchange culminated in people saying they wanted more opportunities to
come together. This was the
catalyst to plan a second
intergenerational dialogue for
May 2018. The Pride Senior
Committee was fortunate to
receive another grant from the
City of Edmonton to hold the
dialogue and reengaged the
Alberta GSA Network as a partner
to jointly plan the sessions.

2. Building on success and planning so as to not lose momentum
At the end of the first round, a sizable portion of the participants left their names for further
involvement; several expressed a desire to meet regularly to socialize and delve more
deeply into discussions that had just begun. The organizers, comprised of volunteers from
1

The Edmonton Pride Seniors Group focuses on ensuring that older LGBTQ2S+ persons, aged 55+,
have access to housing, services and programs that are welcoming, inclusive, safe and caring
environments. Their work is built on research revealing that many older LGBTQ2S+ face barriers
created by discrimination, a lack of understanding and training, and a lifetime of pervasive silence.
2

The Alberta GSA Network is a collective of resources specifically for Alberta K-12 students,
teachers, and school staff. The network is organized by the Provincial GSA Coordinator, a position
within the Institute for Sexual Minority Studies and Services (iSMSS) at the University of Alberta.
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the Pride Seniors Group and the one staff member from the Alberta GSA Network, had not
anticipated this positive outcome and were not set up to sustain ongoing intergenerational
activity. One connection unfolded when a few older adults accepted an invitation to come
to the seasonal Edmonton GSA Roundtable in December 2017, an encouraging experience
all around. However, action on the interest to come together regularly remained unfulfilled.
The Pride Seniors Group took up the opportunity to plan a second round of dialogues,
alongside the Alberta GSA Network, and build on lessons learned:
At the practical level …
 Continue to use personal relationships as the best vehicle for recruitment.
 Choose more centrally located venues and offered the choice of two natural settings:
The Ashbourne, an affirming independent and assisted-living facility, and The Pride
Centre. Availability of facilitators influenced the decision to hold the two sessions on
the same day, as in 2017, one in the late morning at The Ashbourne, with a lovely meal
put on by the host, and a second at The Pride Centre in the late afternoon/early
evening.
For content and process …
 Similar to round one, design an interactive process with small group work and
movement around the room, and allow more time for dialogue.
 Self-advocacy was an underlying theme during the first round. Place more explicit
emphasis on the
concept in practical
terms during round
two.
 An unaddressed layer
during round one was
self-advocacy among
people living in more
vulnerable
circumstances. Draw
on the knowledge of
participants to share reflections on self-advocacy strategies that would make life
better for youth and older adults who identify as LGBTQ2S+ and experience more
vulnerable circumstances.
 Build in time to explore and plan for self-organizing sustainability for those wanting to
continue to come together.
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3. Participants in May 2018
Invitations were extended to people who had expressed interest but were not available for
the first round in July 2017 and to new individuals, tapping into personal connections
among members of the Pride Seniors Group and the Alberta GSA Network Coordinator and
using social media. For continuity and to build toward sustained intergenerational
connections, the planning team also extended an invitation to the participants from July
2017 who wanted further involvement.
The planning team considered the advantages and disadvantages of opening up the
invitation to include allies and decided to stay with participants who could speak from lived
experience; this would reduce the risk that the presence of individuals who consider
themselves allies could limit the feeling of a safe space for open expression. In the end,
several participants came with an ally as a support person; their insights and participation
proved to be an asset rather than a
challenge.
The second intergenerational dialogue
attracted a total of 21 participants
across the two sessions. About half
were youth with an age range from 11
to late 20s while the adults were both
middle aged and people in their senior
years. For one of the sessions, a whole
family participated, two parents and
their two children, driving almost 90 minutes from outside Edmonton to participate. The
coincidence of the Queer Youth Prom the night before the sessions and personal
circumstances influenced some last-minute cancellations. This reduced the total number of
anticipated participants though we were just shy of the targeted number of 12 per session.

4. Outline
The session moved through three phases, beginning with a historical overview of the gay
rights movement and perceptions of one another’s generation. The second portion focused
on self-advocacy in the places people live, learn, work, and play. Play was broadened to also
include the places for spiritual connection. The last portion was dedicated to an exploration
of whether the two generations would want to continue to come together and if so, what
that would look like. People were asked to specifically indicate how they would want to
contribute, from participating to taking on organizing roles.
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At the conclusion of each session, for the purpose of documentation, one participant from
each generation sat with a facilitator to reflect on their experience, filmed by the Digital
Arts College.

B. Learning
1. Surprise, relief, and perceptions
Participants paired with someone from their own generation to respond to two opening
questions and then, in small groups, shared their responses across the generations:
What is one thing you think people in the ‘other’ generation might be surprised or relieved to
find out about people in your generation?

From the perspective of the younger
generation …

From the perspective of the older
generation …



















Open to being ourselves.
Relieved: many more people are open
and unafraid to be themselves.
Resiliency
Surprised: many still believe
homosexuality/LGBTQ+ is sin.
We are not always out (depends).
Changes in identity.
More info on LGBTQ+ people (in
school).
Intersecting mental health supports –
more access/supports.
Barriers to access.
Finding family/friends in community is
going well.
How much more expansive the
community is through the internet and
social media.
Strong advocacy communities.





It gets better!
That many of us have children and
grandchildren.
When I was a teenager, loving a
same gender person was forbidden
and sinful in a particular friendship.
Younger people could know: How
radical we were; they aren’t the
first to fight these battles; look to
the past for support and wisdom.




We are accepting.
We actually care about the
younger generation.




History has made allies of us all!
We’re all in this together: don’t
forget the past (or us) ... We want
the same thing, i.e. happiness,
good life.
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What word(s) come to mind when you picture people in the other generation standing up for
themselves?
The three dots separate related statements.

Wow … bad ass … brave … strong … courageous
Power … passionate … perseverance … passion
… faith … healing … love
Hesitant …pioneers … progress … paving the
way for further advocacy … revolutionary
beginning - Thank you!
Both generations: warriors.
Youth perspective on older adults

Knowing own mind and don’t adhere to “should” …
Positive – supporting each other … Bold
Admiration … No secrets … Strident … Purposeful …
Entitled … Proud and encouraged … This is me, this is
normal … I’m Queer. I’m here. Deal with it … What’s
the big deal?
When I see young people take up the torch,
wonderful - new generation(s) of brave activists.
Older adult perspective on youth
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2. ‘Self-advocacy’ / standing up for myself as a person who identifies as LGBTQ2S+:
What does that mean to me?
The planning team recognized that ‘self-advocacy’ could have varied connotations and
participants might need some time for personal reflection before moving into a dialogue on
what it looks like in people’s day-to-day lives. They were invited to jot down their
understanding and share it with others. As above, the three dots separate related statements.

A spectrum of modes from calling out people
for saying “that’s so gay” to finally coming out
fully at work … Out
Awareness that not everything is binary or
gendered
Platform for younger generations to stand on
and look further … Self-assured … Confidence
From the perspective of the older generation

Loving who you are
Making my voice and lived experience
visible … To make sure it’s clear that I
am LGBT+
Proving my existence and validating it
… Demanding access … Success =
self advocacy
Speaking up when it’s impactful
From the perspective of the younger
generation
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3. Self-advocacy strategies
In small, cross-generational groups, participants talked about strategies people use now or
could use for self-advocacy, placing the strategies within four
quadrants where people find themselves: live (personal
relationships), learn, work, and play.
Four common themes emerged across the quadrants:
 Self-respect is a fundamental starting point.
 Build community among the people who support you for
who you are.
 Claim positive space and normalize queerness.
 Speak out unapologetically to challenge intolerance and
dispel misconceptions.
One of the interesting differences across generations was the
older generation’s sense that they need to use tailored advocacy
strategies, depending on where they are and with whom they
are interacting, whereas the younger generation believes they
should act the same, regardless of the environment or the
company.
Live
 Just being you no matter what anyone
says.
 I am a whole person and a part of
humanity.
 Making sure I can get the support /
respect I need as well as being honest
and open about who I am.
 Choosing not to be vulnerable (to be
safe).
 “I am who I am” (a quote from Popeye).
 Asserting my right to be, to be safe, and
to be ok.
 Honest with self … Accept self … Patience
/ time.
 Open … Unapologetic



Discouraging hate and teaching people
about the community.
Leveraging my privilege when I can and
speaking out when I know it will impact.






Call them out on intolerance – it’s 2018!
We can be better.
Education for others – always having
words. x 2
Establish boundaries – way I want to be
treated.
Being treated as a whole person.





Explaining to family.
Supportive “aunt” – will beat up others.
Don’t do the “fake” bedroom when
parents visit.






Queer family (chosen family).
Inclusive chosen spaces of faith
(affirming).
Intersections of queerness and mental
health.
It’s tiring to do the extra work.



Use same technique wherever you are.
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Learn
 Don’t need to justify to classmates.
 School very supportive (GSA) ... GSA clubs
for all students – all grades.
 Educating about misunderstandings.

Work
 Normalizing queerness.
 Understanding that I don’t have an issue
– that I need to accept myself.
 Saying “I’m gay”.
 Not pathologizing gender identity.








Building community (colleagues off-shift
– social groups).
Bringing together people outside of work.
Shared experiences.
Patience / time with people ... Making
others comfortable.
Analysis of the environment.
Honesty standing up. Fighting for you but
also others.
Knowing when to speak up … Truthful





Educating about homophobia, transphobia
and racial slurs outside class (in halls).
Choosing university education and
challenging pushback in academia.
Speak out!




Made “queer” my work … Social warrior.
Reclaim words – “queer”.








Not allowing people to “say that is so gay”.
Asserting pronouns at work.
Advocating for all gender bathrooms.
Holding institutions accountable –
especially if they “preach acceptance”.
Challenging racism.
Letter writing and using your platform.




‘Coming out’ as a form of advocacy.
Acceptance of no need to advocate.




Claiming positive space – self and others.
Act same at work as everywhere else.
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Play and spiritual places
 Calmly explain to others who I am – I like 
girls.

 With a group of girls, tell them I’m lesbian 
– very supportive.

 Challenging homophobic teachings in

faith.
 Standing up for self.

Educating and confronting.
Making space in places of worship.
Visual representation.
Dragon Boat team.
Getting married at 75! – inviting church
community.

4. If our two generations were to meet up after today … what, who, where, when, &

how?
As the final round of small group discussion, participants responded to a series of questions on
coloured slips, exploring what shape intergenerational ‘meet-ups’ could take if there was
interest. The questions were framed by the assumption that an ongoing connection would
ideally be ‘self-organizing’, with support to put the ideas in motion if needed.





What could our two generations do
together?
Who might be attracted to come to
the meet-ups?
Where could our two generations
meet up? How often would we want
to meet?
Could our two generations organize
this ourselves? What support would
we need? What role would interest
me?

The blended ideas generated during the
morning and afternoon sessions fell into natural clusters under each question. Participants
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came up with an array of ideas for coming together, ranging from conversation to recreational
activities and creative expression to social justice activity. The conversation moved into logistics
and a desire for some support at the outset.
The energy and interest in taking on organizing roles was the impetus for the Pride Senior
Group to organize a planning meeting within a month of the dialogue. Concurrently, young
adult leaders from SAGA Edmonton, a sequel to GSAs, took the initiative to speak with the
Executive Director of The Ashbourne and booked space for intergenerational events in the
coming six month period.
What could our two generations do together?




Victoria Park, Hawrelak Park, Rundle Park.
Summer activities (take advantage of
outdoor activities).
Winter activities (indoor activities).

Watch movies
 Movie / chat (Pride) Centre.
 Movie night.
 Movie screenings: vote on movies.

Get together for conversation
 Getting together to talk – ice breakers –
have a common ground.
 Party together.
 Tell / hear one another stories (story
sharing).
 Drink together.
… involving food
 Meals
 Chosen “family” gathering (leisure /
meals).
 “Family” potluck – go to country / picnic
setting.
 Potluck (seasonal potlucks).
 Eating together, potlucks, picnic (outside
activities).
 Picnics
 Barbeque – at park e.g., Emily Murphy,
Laurier Park (near zoo).
 Cooking

Take part in creative expression
 Poetry reading/open microphones.
 Art events – paint along night – “guided
paint”.
 Musicals
 Sharing music – seniors sharing with
youth.
 Playing music.
 Instruments
 Be in “plays” together (theatre) and have
conversations together, co-create (senior
couple who get married and kids show up).
 Improv
 Craft nights.
 Social room (Oliver square) - Example: GSA
clubs meet up with each other to do crafts
and eat candy.
 Create videos for future recruitment.
 Talent night.
Take part in social justice activity
 Go to protests together.
 Go together to demonstrations.
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Cooking/baking.
Recipe sharing.

Play together
 Play together – not competitive – i.e.
Frisbee, horseshoes, “kids” games, jenga.
 Bowling x 3 (1 with two exclamation
marks).
 Board games x 3 (1 with informal / formal
chats added).
 Coffee house event – The Board Games
Café – 124 St.
 Walking / biking River Valley.
 Activities such as a dance?
 Leisure activities.
 Book club.
 Outside: frisbees, rent shelters outside,
roast marshmallows.
 Camping

Other ideas
 Inviting each other to events.
 Fundraising events.
 Teaching
 Bringing together organizations.

Who might be attracted to come to the meet-ups?


Depends on activities.





Members of congregations.
Youth /YESS / Big Brothers Big Sisters (advertise our event and let them self-select).
Drop-in Centre.




Pride events – bring a friend / partner to future events.
Invite others / friends.




Make sure intergenerational target.
Everyone (not just attendees of these sessions).




Youth’s parents could be invited to intergenerational activities.
Diversity Club – elementary school – Grade 3 – 6 (8 – 11 years).
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Where could our two generations meet up?




Pride Centre x 3
For cautious people, not the Pride Centre; they don’t want to be outed.
The Landing – non-profit at U of A.









The Ashbourne.
Sometimes school facilities.
124 Board Game Café.
Karaoke night/talent night.
Movie theatres.
Some dancing place.
Southminster-Steinhauer, an affirming United Church.



Small rural communities – Library (Ponoka - 90
minutes south.







Public / community areas
Out of doors / parks x 2
“Camping” location ok.
Burning Man Farm.
Camping! – Jasper.




People’s houses (dinners, “house concert”, model, with help).
“Meetings”

How often would we want to meet?






Depends on the activity.
Monthly x 4 … By meeting monthly, people can have more options ... Monthly except June,
July, and August.
Every couple of months.
If I could, every day.
All the time.

`Could our two generations organize this ourselves?








A person / persons to be connector.
University student could organize (great voluntary opportunities – good CV experience).
No. Help! Need dedicated people/organization.
An organization could do it.
An organization needs to organize.
Guidance is necessary.
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Initially – big support – then the leadership can be handed to attendees.




Marketing!!!
Set up Facebook group and events x 2, e.g. Trans Group has a Facebook group; must be
invited.

What support would be needed?



If have enough people to support it.
Choose appropriate topic / events.




Announce time/place.
Advertise to network.





Organizing – helping with locations.
Need a public space.
Someone to book it.



Finances – bring your own food;
donations, grants.



Pride Centre




Other people to advertise.
Facebook events – people sign up.

What role would interest me?











Organize x 3
Communication
Advisor
Networker
Spreading the word.
Volunteer to sit on a phone
line.
Help with booking venues.
Help in any way, make sure
things run smoothly.
Anything, to be honest.
Attend
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C. Forward motion, insights, and implications
As a testament to the energy and interest generated during the intergenerational dialogue,
SAGA Edmonton leaders – SAGA (Sexual and Gender Acceptance) being the young adult sequel
to GSAs – initiated a direct connection with The Ashbourne during the first week following the
intergenerational sessions to start holding events within the independent and assisted living
seniors’ apartment building.
Maintaining momentum, the Pride Seniors Group concurrently organized a planning meeting on
June 6, bringing together individuals who identified an organizing interest on May 5 to figure
out next steps. The session was informed by the summary that appears in part 4 of this report.
As a result, two LGBTQ2S+ events were planned for July 2018, with SAGA Edmonton handling
the promotion:
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Insights
Recruitment and participation
 While the planning team’s decision to not invite allies was grounded in a concern that
people with lived experience would not feel safe to
express themselves openly and their presence could be
distracting, the reality was that the allies who came to
support individual participants were clearly supportive
and their participation added insight and helpful ideas.


The choice to include participants from the first round
was a distinct asset in building momentum for an
ongoing connection beyond round two.



The 2017 and 2018 intergenerational dialogues were
framed as opportunities to bring together the younger
and older generation, with an expectation that we would attract youth in their teens
and early 20s and older adults who were seniors. In fact, the second year included youth
ranging from 11 and 13 to a few in their late 20s as well as adults who were middle aged
alongside the seniors. The conversations flowed smoothly with the more diverse
representation. The experience broadens the concept to one of a transgenerational
dialogue rather than a ‘young and old’ distinction.



Recruiting participants for the sessions on a designated date was a labour intensive
process for both rounds one and two. The diverse set of ideas for what the generations
could do together if they were continue to meet up suggests that a foundation has been
laid for a more organic approach. Offering a variety of opportunities could draw people
in through word-of-mouth and ultimately be more accessible than a dialogue on a single
date.

Process
 As in 2017, breaking into small, cross-generational groups and using non-threatening,
interactive approaches proved to be effective for creating a welcoming and safe
environment and opening up discussion. The feedback included expressed preferences
for more or less structure and increased time as a whole group. The desire for more
time for the conversations likely stimulated the discussion on continuing the
intergenerational dialogue beyond these sessions.


Future sessions could include some briefing material to familiarize people with the
language of gender fluidity and increase comfort with participants’ pronoun
preferences.



At the level of logistics, arrangements can include microphones to ensure everyone can
be heard and food that appeals across the age spectrum.
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Addressing the issues of people in more vulnerable circumstances
 Time was a constraint in moving the discussion from the broad discussion about selfadvocacy to exploring the implications for people in more vulnerable circumstances.
Moving to this level would require a dedicated session or a different strategy.
Ongoing dialogue
 Participating youth and older adults demonstrated a high level of respect for one
another’s experiences. Future dialogue can delve deeper into the challenges and
successes people have encountered, contrasting ‘then’ and ‘now’ in the places people
live, work, learn, and play, and the strategies they have used to move forward.


The level of response to the question of whether the generations would want to
continue to come together was evidence of a readiness for a self-organizing approach to
sustain interaction across the generations. Among the participants were a number of
people with strong organizing skills. At the same time, participants saw the need for
some external support to set the process in motion.
Impact
 Reflections captured in the post-session interviews on film revealed
that the ‘chosen family’ in which people find acceptance is enriched by
reestablishing the intergenerational component.
 Reflections also revealed that continuing to come together across
generations opens the door to greater mutual understanding and increases
the likelihood of being able to work together toward broader acceptance
for the LGBTQ2S+ community. The sessions are “just the beginning … much
more needs to be done”.

Implications
 Pride Seniors Group and Alberta GSA Network continue to collaborate to support the
organically unfolding intergenerational dialogue. Document and share the experience
beyond Edmonton.


Broaden the concept from a meeting of ‘the young and the old’ to a transgenerational
dialogue with space for allies identified by the participants.



Revisit the strategy to address the needs of people who identify as LGBTQ2S+ and
experience vulnerable circumstances.
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Anonymous Feedback
1. What worked well for you?
Dialogue, interactions
 Good conversations across the ages.
 Great conversations.
 Open conversation.
 I think that the people interacting with
everyone was pretty amazing. The
conversations and stories were also
amazing.
 Sharing stories.
 I enjoyed learning about things and
talking to others.
 Loved learning from all of the
generations! Loved the conversation.
 Fun






more projects and perhaps available in
the future. Thanks for having me!!
Talking about perception of each other –
topic of self advocacy.
Very refreshing to learn how the other
generations view their reality and our
generation.








Great to
meet
everyone.
I enjoyed
meeting
the young
people and
the family
from out
of town.
Opportunity to get to know others.
Interesting mix of people.
Various people.
Multiple generations.
Making friends.
Everyone is awesome.

Process
 Good starting questions.
 Seminar-esque worked well for me. I like
group discourse.
 Table mixing of participants …. Great!
 Switching tables was a good idea, it
allowed for a unique range of discussion.






Venue – facilitators
The duration was good.
Amount of people.
Food




Everything worked great!
Change nothing, it was great!

Safe, welcoming environment
 Great to come together in a
safe/accepting environment.
 Acceptance
 Chill vibe



You (organizers) were very considerate
to everyone’s needs. The environment
was very comfortable and welcoming.
Thanks for the opportunity.







I love the fact that there’s almost a
second family that I am able to talk to
and come to for nearly anything! I am
not alone.
Feeling of community.
Everyone was very friendly! I loved the
inclusivity and how open everything was.
Once again, I loved this experience!
Really loved that the topic was different
this year, and I hope that there can be
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2. What could be strengthened?
Process
 Slightly more structure.
 Less structured.
 More time to complete conversations.
 More time. x 2
 Would appreciate more time per topic
but I understand the time sensitivity.
 Maybe shorter chats – we got off
topic.
 More stories!



Lack of briefing material pre-session – not
good.



A pre-meeting to remind the older
generations about pronouns and triggerwarnings would be appreciated! I was
misgendered more than I was accurately
gendered and it triggered some
dissociative states of mind.



Clearer communication of directions for
sharing could be strengthened.
Do more moving around – e.g., walking
outside in pairs for conversation.
More interactions with everyone.
Make the whole room work together at
one point.









Activities for future exercise.
Outcomes

Participants
 Would have enjoyed input from 14 –
18 year olds to broaden the
perceptions
 More people. x 2
 One thing I might have done was
advertise it more. However, having
few people is not a bad thing.




I don’t think anything should be changed!
Can’t think of anything that could be
strengthened.
I honestly don’t know.
I cannot think of a thing.

Continuing dialogue
 Ongoing “topic series”.
Logistics
 Microphones so you can hear everyone.
 Food for seniors – pizza not good.

